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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to develop an automated web-enabled beddown estimation application for Air Mobility Command in order to increase the effectiveness and enhance the robustness of beddown estimates. This includes generating rough order of magnitude cost estimates for the potential beddown of air mobility assets as well as serving as a centralized data warehouse for current and future scenarios. The application developed is intended to provide the analyst with the maximum amount of both quantitative and qualitative input for any potential decision to quickly identify infrastructure requirement shortfalls and associated costs to satisfy those shortfalls. The application can also be used to train office personnel on actual beddown procedures.
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I. Introduction

General Issues

In the Air Force, the permanent basing of units and aircraft is referred to as a beddown. According to AFI 10-503, Base Unit Beddown Program, a beddown specifically refers to:

“. . . the process and act of placing a unit, mission or activity on real property for longer than one year. This applies to activities of all military branches, other DoD, non-DoD federal, state and local governmental, and/or private agencies requesting the use of Air Force real property.”

This process encompasses a myriad of tasks to include assessing the actual site selection, environmental impacts, as well as geopolitical impacts of the proposed beddown. The actual beddown may, based on location, include existing facility analysis, airspace availability, site access (for foreign locations), as well as service and support contract requirements.

Exploring the basing options for current and future weapon systems has become more common and critical as all services strain to comply with directives from the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) commission. In fact, the BRAC process relies on accurate and timely data for beddown scenarios from the
services in order to generate accurate recommendations to realign units in a manner that saves money for those services.

Key to the beddown analysis is the site survey. As a minimum, a site survey will address the costs and benefits of the proposed beddown and assess potential impacts to existing missions, housing, infrastructure, manpower, and any other applicable base operating support. Site surveys should briefly address potential environmental impacts, proposed method of transaction, or any additional interest areas as required.

Air Mobility Command Planning and Programs Requirements Division (AMC/A75R) is the agency responsible to conduct the infrastructure analysis of any proposed beddown within AMC. Whenever AMC considers a potential unit move or new weapon system beddown, AMC/A75R initiates an infrastructure requirements scrub of existing facilities to identify potential shortfalls based on the new systems demand. These shortfalls are then compared to historical construction cost data to calculate a rough order of magnitude cost requirement to meet the demand of the proposed beddown.

Some specific factors effecting facility infrastructure demand are the total number of personnel, individual aircraft characteristics (runway length, hangar size, etc.), training requirements, and alert mission status. Each of these and other factors together drive specific facility requirements as outlined in AFH 32-1084, *Facility Requirements*. Historically, AMC/A75R has had to rely on professional knowledge and individual research ability to gather the necessary data for proposed beddown scenarios. Aircraft “cheat sheets” and facility real estate
binders are kept to speed up the lookup process but generally, the process is still manual at best.

This process has been habitually problematic since the department must regularly produce cost estimates with turn around suspenses as little as two hours. There is currently no data system that contains all the relevant data to conduct these types of infrastructure analysis. Several researchers have developed tools to assist in the process. As mentioned earlier, the A75R department maintains aircraft cheat sheets and retail facility binders for reference. Additionally, the staff has developed and maintains basic requirements reference charts for a handful of aircraft that are common to many of the scenarios. Still, these reference charts are far from complete and are prone to error or simply becoming outdated from aircraft or facility modification.

An earlier researcher (Salmond, 2005) examined the use of spreadsheets to incorporate the existing facility requirements matrix data into an active workbook. This showed promise in removing human calculation error but still required extensive data to be researched and added to the worksheet. As before, this data would be in danger of becoming ‘stale’ if there were any changes from the proponent. Consequently, planners would still have to regularly verify the data used in this tool.

By the request of A75R, further research was conducted (Kitchens, 2005) into the possibility of a similar application under Microsoft Access to facilitate ease of use. This research showed the ability of Access to conduct the
calculations as well as the spreadsheet tool but again faced the problem of ‘stale’ data.

Currently, there is no single beddown automation tool that can conduct the necessary calculation as well as facilitate the “look-up” requirements necessary to ensure that the relevant data is current.

**Problem Statement**

The purpose of this research is to develop an automated beddown estimation application for Air Mobility Command in order to increase the effectiveness and enhance the robustness of beddown estimates. This application will make use of any available online resources to research the data necessary and, with that data, identify the infrastructure shortfalls and estimate cost requirements based on those shortfalls.

**Research Objectives**

The first objective is to fully understand the complete process that AMC/A75R uses to conduct infrastructure analysis. A thorough examination of all “cheat sheets” and other references must be made to identify all sources of data and determine what assumptions, if any have been made. Whenever other sources cannot be found, it will be necessary to use existing A75R references. These references must be validated.

The second objective will be to investigate available on-line sources of data and other existing databases. The necessary protocols and network access authorizations must be understood in order to allow the application to interface as needed without violating Air Force or DoD policy.

The third objective is to develop a Microsoft Access database that conducts the necessary calculations for the economic analysis based on the data obtainable through the
on-line databases identified. And finally, the fourth objective is to verify and validate the application.

Research Questions

To meet the objectives of this research, the following questions were developed:

1. What are the key cost driving factors to facility beddown analysis?
2. What existing databases are in use to automate the data collection process?
3. How can these different sources be brought together?
4. What security requirements must be met for the data collection process?
5. What are potential obstacles and how can they be overcome?

Methodology

This research begins with detailed analysis of the existing research and automation efforts as applied to AMC/A75R beddown scenarios. Decomposition of the existing process and discussions with A75R personnel will detail the procedures and current references used for the manual beddown analysis as currently conducted by AMC.

As literature review, we will examine existing automation systems in order to determine if methods are useful for this type of application or whether data may be used or imported as necessary. Specifically, we will examine the Automated Civil Engineer System-Real Property (ACES-RP), the Parametric Cost Engineering System (PACES), the Core Automated Maintenance System For Mobility (CAMS FM - G081), the Airfield Suitability and Restrictions Report (ASRR) and the Pavement-Transportation Computer Assisted Structural Engineering (PCASE) software.
In accordance with existing AFI, the cost analysis portion of the analysis application will utilize data obtained from the Air Force Civil Engineer Support Agency (AFCESA) Historical Air Force Construction Cost Handbook.

**Assumptions and Limitations**

Any automation software or on-line tool will have been specifically developed for some other purpose than the application we are developing. These sources will be used for raw data sources only. No underlying calculations from other software will be linked to or included in this application development.

Whenever possible, information obtained via on-line sources will be obtained from the proponent agencies for that data. As the proponent agency, we will assume that data obtained will be the most current available.

This research does not attempt to address the historical costing methods of AFCESA. The factors from the handbook will be used where applicable in any cost estimate.

**Summary**

This chapter describes the beddown cost estimation process and AMC/A75R’s responsibility in that process. This research will attempt to develop a Microsoft Access-based cost estimation application for the beddown process that eliminates much of the human error and speeds up the process by accessing existing on-line sources. To this end we will examine any existing tools as well as potential on-line sources of data and conduct discussions with A75R personnel in order to thoroughly understand and validate the internal processes and determine how best to construct the application and facilitate their needs. Last, we discussed the methodology that will be used to meet the research
objectives and the specific research questions that will reveal that objective as well as the research assumptions and limitations.

The following chapters will explore the steps necessary to answer the problem addressed by this research. Chapter II will discuss the current beddown scenario process, current tools available, and review the relevant literature. Chapter III will outline the methodology for meeting the objective and research questions of this research. Chapter IV will discuss the results and analysis of the application developed by this research. As conclusion, Chapter V will synthesize the research, discuss the implications for AMC, and recommend future research possibilities.
II. Literature Review

Chapter Overview

Contingency and deployment planning is the common state of affairs with the Air Force and all other services in today’s global environment. Planners are regularly seeking the optimum mix of combat forces and support units to achieve the Nation’s objectives in current and the various possible future operations. To support the continuing planning process, the Air Force has established basic tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to address hasty planning using pre-positioned war reserve stocks, unit capability packages, and pre-developed time-phased force deployment data (TPFDD). Very simply, we have become very good at developing and projecting these short-term unit movements to support out global operations. However, we have failed to develop similar tools and TTPs for the permanent positioning of forces under the beddown process. Ultimately, the planners conducting the beddown analysis must repeatedly begin anew with each scenario and negotiate the maze of requirements and publications for each scenario (Salmond, 2005).

Currently we are a nation at war and so our primary focus of resources is to prosecuting and ultimately, winning the battles currently underway and setting the conditions for any that may follow. We now find ourselves more than ever straining to make our defense budgets go as far as possible to maintain operations and develop the weapon systems needed for the future. Because of this, we cannot ignore cost saving initiatives such as BRAC in the current environment. Though we may want the Air Force
to hold up on these alignment issues, we cannot assume that the environment will stabilize any time in the immediate future. We have to continue to act now to conserve our resources and position existing and future weapon systems in a manner that is smart, supportive of the current fight, and gets the most “bang for the buck” as possible.

These initiatives are in fact more important in the current environment. As stated by Secretary Rumsfeld in the current Quadrennial Defense Review:

“We also have been adjusting the U.S. global military force posture, making long overdue adjustments to U.S. basing by moving away from a static defense in obsolete Cold War garrisons. . . . BRAC, now being implemented, will support overseas restructuring and the imperative of rapid power projection, with domestic basing that provides needed training infrastructure. BRAC changes will also promote joint and multi-Service basing in order to achieve economies of scale.” (Rumsfeld, 2006)

It is evident that the current administration is not only actively pushing to accomplish those previously planned realignments but, with the current emphasis on joint capabilities based forces, more will be coming in the future.

As mentioned in Chapter I, the Air Force has very detailed directives outlining the infrastructure requirements to support the various aircraft in the forces inventory. Primary sources are: Air Force Handbook (AFH) 32-1084, Civil Engineering: Facility Requirements; Unified Facility Criteria (UFC) 3-260-1, Airfield and Heliport Planning and Design; aircraft specific Technical Orders (TOs); and various other design guides, Engineering Technical Letters (ETL), and Air Force Instructions (AFIs). The number of
hard copy sources needed to identify the requirements and characteristics relevant to any particular beddown scenario can quickly become daunting.

To combat some of the mystery and minimize the amount of “sleuthing” a beddown analyst must undertake, AMC/A75R has developed quick reference “trip books”. These books contain tabulated data based on excerpts from *Facility Requirements, Airfield and Heliport Planning and Design*, aircraft technical orders, and other sources that have proven useful in past analyses. For the most common airframes the division developed facility category code reference tables that equate a specific number of a type of aircraft to basic area of facility space required. Using this type of data, the analyst can develop an approximation of the amount of facility required and compare that to the real property records containing space currently available. Then, with this data and the existing mission facility demand, the analyst can identify facility shortfalls and generate a rough order of magnitude cost estimate for construction to meet the new demand from the proposed beddown.

The current beddown scenario analysis process is entirely manual. There is no existing information system that facilitates the type of analysis conducted during these beddown scenarios or one that links the necessary information together at one source. In fact, some of the pre-calculated facility category code values used in the AMC/A75R trip book cannot be validated using the existing publications. Either they were in error when they were first calculated or they were based on data that has changed and has since become ‘stale’ since then. Consequently, the validity of information based on these calculations is in question.
Information Systems

This research will investigate two stand-alone and several web based applications to determine if the data, structure, or interface methods can provide insights to the application development. First we will discuss the Pavement-Transportation Computer Assisted Structural Engineering (PCASE) software and its usefulness as a centralized repository for aircraft characteristic data. Next, we will examine the Parametric Cost Engineering System (PACES) software as a possible source for cost and inflation data. Third, we will examine the Automated Civil Engineer System-Real Property (ACES-RP) application as a source for existing base infrastructure data. Fourth, we will look at the Airfield Suitability and Restrictions Report (ASRR) as a source document for existing pavements data. Fifth, we will look at various web-based resources related to the logistics G081 database regarding current mission demands at bases. And finally, we will discuss the Air Force GeoBase installation visualization tool as well as several available web-based imagery tools that are available.

Pavement-Transportation Computer Assisted Structural Engineering (PCASE)

The Pavement-Transportation Computer Assisted Structural Engineering software program is a program that incorporates all transportation design and evaluation criteria into a stand-alone software package. The PCASE computer programs include rigid and flexible airfield design by conventional and layered elastic methodologies, rigid and flexible road design, as well as railroad evaluation. (Walker and Adolf, 2005:4-5)

As described above, the PCASE software primarily focuses on pavement design for roads and airfields. Much of the capability of the software is irrelevant to AMC/A75R initial infrastructure analysis and, in fact, is used for more detailed
analysis from other departments’ personnel during site visits. However, in order
to develop the analysis of the pavement in question, the PCASE software has built
into it the most comprehensive aircraft characteristics database to date. Manually,
analysts must refer to either the specific airframe technical order or the
cumbersome ETL 1110-3-394, *Engineering and Design - Aircraft Characteristics*
*for Airfield-Heliport Design and Evaluation*, for this information. The ETL,
though thorough, consists of over 1000 pages of scanned data and does not have a
simple online reference. Fortunately, this date was incorporated into the PCASE
software and is available for use through its interface.

**Parametric Cost Engineering System (PACES)**

In the early 1980s, the U.S. Air Force began funding the development of a
parametric cost-estimating tool for construction projects. PACES was originally
developed for military construction projects and was intended to support the
certification and estimating needs of the military engineering community. Current
Air Force, Army Corps of Engineers, and Navy policy is to use parametric cost
estimating systems to the maximum extent possible for programming and
budgeting military construction projects. (Earth Tech, 2005)

The PACES software is updated annually with unit cost data and local
area cost factors. Additionally, since this program is specifically designed for
construction estimates, inflation indices are included as well. The software is
distributed free as a stand-alone PC application to Air Force agencies. The base
data files are Microsoft Access compatible and could be used as export sources to
another application. However, because the construction scenario options are so
robust in the PACES software, it may be more desirable to export data in a format that could be imported into PACES for final analysis. At the time of this thesis the author has not obtained permission to access the data tables included with the PACES software. Therefore, integration with this program will be limited to data table structure emulation in order to facilitate import if approval can be obtained.

On-Line Data Sources

**Automated Civil Engineer System-Real Property (ACES-RP)**

The ACES-RP application tracks real property, housing, fire department, government provided furnishings, facility maintenance and scheduling, personnel and training, military construction, environmental impact and energy utilization data. The system is used at base, major command (MAJCOM), and Air Force-level activities for the management of Air Force Civil Engineer assets. (AFCESA/CEOI, 2005)

This real property database is where the AMC/A75R personnel generate the real property reports that are used during the beddown analysis. Of the many reports available in ACES-RP are aggregate facility rollups by CAT Code as well as detail reports by CAT Code. With this information the analyst has a pretty good picture of what currently exists at a particular location. Users must have an ACES-RP specific login and password to access the database. Although the data cannot be accessed directly via a web-style query, the program does allow exporting in Microsoft Excel format.

**Global Decision Support System (GDSS)/ Airfield Suitability and Restrictions Report (ASRR)**

The ASRR is a published and online database maintained by the AMC Airspace and Airfields Operation Branch (AMC/A36A). Due to the type of aircraft and missions
flown by AMC, it became evident over time that it needed to gather and publish its own data regarding airfield suitability. Though this type of data was available through civilian channels, it was not directly transferable to the specific needs of the Air Force and were often lacking. The final product of AMC’s efforts became the Airfield Suitability and Restrictions Report, or ASRR (Klingler, 2005).

Though the ASRR is distributed quarterly as an actual printed document, the preferred method of access is via the on-line interface. Figure 1 shows the on-line version of the ASRR, the “Giant Report”, accessible through the AMC/A36AS airfield lookup interface (A36AS, 2006). AFI 11-202, Vol 3, *General Flight Rules*, mandates MAJCOMs develop their own procedures for using this document. All commands flying AMC-type aircraft require crews to review the ASRR before flight. The ASRR is also available to all AMC-contracted air as well as select foreign governments.

specific information on runways, taxiways, parking aprons, etc. The Airfield Suitability personnel receive feedback regarding conditions from personnel at the locations as well as through official hazard notifications. Also, the staff is proactive to contact the specific airfields occasionally to verify/validate existing and update the report as necessary.

As applicable to this research, the Giant Report provides the detailed pavements data for runways, aprons, and taxiways. This report contains length, width, and pavement classification numbers (PCN) for all pavements at a given location.

**Core Automated Maintenance System for Mobility (CAMS FM - G081)**

The CAMS For Mobility (CAMS FM/G081) Maintenance Information System supports the Mobility Air Forces of Air Mobility Command (AMC), Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve Command, and Air Education and Training Command.

G081 integrates information from several existing systems such as the Reliability & Maintainability Information System (REMIS), Comprehensive Engine Management System (CEMS), Command & Control Information Processing System (C2IPS), and Standard Base Supply System (SBSS), etc.

Figure 2 outlines the basic architecture and interface protocols. The system provides management functional capabilities such as equipment inventory, status, and utilization data used to support command and AF level flying hour programs, budgeting for spares, and weapon system reliability analyses (Liggett, 2004). For the purpose of our research, the system includes a web-based interface that users may use to access selected information.
Within the context of the G081 web enabled query are numerous reports regarding aircraft maintenance status. With respect to this research, the G081 reports provide a summary view of aircraft assigned to a particular installation. This information is directly applicable to calculating the existing facility requirements in order to determine what remains for beddown issues.

The information is available via web-query to the G081 database. Figure 3 shows how the interface can be used to produce an aircraft availability report for all aircraft assigned to the bases:
Figure 3 Availability Report (DISA OKC, 2005)

GeoBase

The GeoBase web application is an evolving standard that presents geospatial information through a common installation picture (CIP). Figure 4 displays a typical GeoBase output screen. The GeoBase installation picture is developed by combining detailed (1m and 5m) satellite imagery and overlay data. Overlay data is generated and submitted via the respective data proponent (i.e. CE, SC, TRANS, etc…) to ensure that the data is as accurate as possible (Rathbun, 2006).

Additionally, the GeoBase application is not the data server for much of the data presented. It is constructed in order to pull the data from the necessary sources so that redundant data repositories are not created. Thus, when a user selects a specific building detail he is not pulling data that is contained within GeoBase but instead, GeoBase is displaying the respective data that it pulls from ACES.
Currently, there are several Air Force GeoBase servers that can be accessed with an Air Force Portal login account. As of the time of this research, there was no central site for all the Air Force GeoBase links and many were accessible only through private servers; thus, if a user were not logged on to an AMC server he would not be able to link to the AMC sites. This access limitation is still developing and evolving. Currently, many of the sites are available through the Air Combat Command Geobase console (McKercher, 2006) or the Air Mobility Command GeoBase consol (Updike, 2006).

**Other Web-Based Imagery Tools**

Over the past several years the internet has evolved several on-line mapping tools that may prove useful for base planning. Several of these such as Google Local (Page et. al., 2005), Yahoo Maps Beta (Filo and Yang, 2005), and Windows Live Local Beta (Thota, 2005) now provide detailed satellite or over flight imagery views that rival the GeoBase imagery.
As the older and now non-Beta web application available, Google Local (formerly Google Maps) was examined for possible integration into the tool. Useful features of this application include its availability through non-secure networks and live scrollable and zoomable windows. The level of detail and clarity common in CONUS locations can be seen in Figure 5. The application features quick loading frames that overlay basic landmarks and features for the user. Additionally, the web application facilitates latitude and longitude search and zoom capabilities. This feature makes it possible for a user with specific latitude-longitude coordinates to open a window directly to the satellite imagery of the desired location.

![Google Local Satellite Imagery](image)

**Figure 5  Google Local Satellite Imagery (Page et. al., 2005)**

A further expansion of the Google Maps environment resulted in the development of the Google Earth stand alone application. Figure 6 shows an example screen shot of the Google earth application. This application is a free program that is downloadable to the user computer which is capable of accessing the same imagery as the web-based
browser. However, users of the Google Earth software now have expanded and much more detailed open source overlay information as well as the ability to create custom overlays, landmarks, and comments that may either be kept on the local machine or made available to other users.

Figure 6  Google Earth Imagery

As with the web-based version, this software has keyword and latitude-longitude search capabilities. The image in Figure 6 was obtained by inputting “scott air force base” into the search window. Once a location has been loaded, users may then use the provided tools to generate overlays, measure straight line and areas, or add overlays.
Summary

As the Air Force continues to do its part in the Global War on Terrorism, it must also continue to structure its forces in the most efficient and manner for the current and future missions. Consequently, basing of existing units and beddown of future weapon systems to maintain our position of superiority demand that we continue to move ahead in search of those ‘optimum’ configurations where our resources are allocated to our greatest advantage.

With beddown analysis as a continuous process in the modern force, we must develop the tools to facilitate the accurate and timely analysis needed. In this chapter we have examined several information systems, stand-alone and web-based, that manage the data necessary to conduct these beddown analysis. It becomes apparent that the tools are available to develop an application as proposed in this research. Once integration issues are addressed, it should be possible to develop an application that collects data as the GeoBase application does and conduct the beddown scenario.
III. Methodology

Chapter Overview

The methodology for developing a Microsoft Access based beddown planning application has roots in two previous research efforts and builds upon each of these. Initial research (Salmond, 2005) made use of a spreadsheet platform in order to capitalize on the spreadsheet's ability to organize information and conduct multiple calculations. Follow-on research (Kitchens, 2005) recognized the relational database as a natural extension and allowed the development and customization of user forms and interfaces for the data. The database methods kept the underlying data hidden from the user so they would not become distracted by or potentially damage the underlying base logic.

This research expands upon the existing research by using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to further customize and streamline the application process as well as develop external interface routines. Conceptually, the application is scenario centered and accomplishes the beddown analysis by the following logic: Identifying facility CAT Code requirements for the proposed aircraft; recognizing existing infrastructure and mission demands at the desired location; and finally, generating a construction cost estimate based on the historical cost indices.

Program Base for Application Development

A thorough examination of the AMC/A75R “trip book” resources, AFH 32-1084, and existing spreadsheet tools led to the identification of the most relevant data for the beddown analysis. Discussions with the A75R personnel further refined the resource list to those they have found to be the greatest cost drivers in the beddown process.
Required data was examined against available data sources and categorized as either external or internal only to the proposed beddown application’s database. External data sources were those that actually had usable digital interfaces (web or LAN based) that allow the application to query and import the information without the user as an interface. This is the preferred method to reduce human error in the beddown process. Internal only data were those data sets that did not facilitate electronic query and import actions. Examples of this type of data are the various factor tables in the AFH 32-1084. Existing spreadsheet data (Salmond, 2005) and tabular data from the AFH 32-1084 that was developed during earlier research (Kitchens, 2005) were then formatted for and entered into the database.

Though the spreadsheet tool made use of cross sheet cell reference for complicated calculations, the Access application also has the capability of robust calculation methods with the use of VBA. Calculations are completed in either underlying Form VBA code or through global modules accessible throughout the application. In order to facilitate multiple scenarios and variations, the interim calculations and final estimates are generated in scenario specific tabular data that are separate from the source data. In this way, the ‘building blocks’ of the scenario are never changed and other scenarios may use the same data.

In creating the application, we will be designing four distinct types of data tables to gather, hold, or calculate data. For the purpose of this research we will refer to tables that are updated electronically through external sources as *active tables*. We will refer to those data tables that must be edited or updated manually (such as AFH 32-1084 tables) as *static tables*. Tables that primarily contain information prompted for by the
application and entered by the user are user tables, and tables that contain only calculated data are calculated tables.

The interface for the application will be specifically designed to restrict the user to the portions of the underlying data sets that are relevant. All inputs and other actions are conducted through a series of forms that lead the user through the beddown process. In this way, the necessary questions are asked when needed and the user remains oblivious to the underlying calculations (and unable to inadvertently change them).

**Conceptual Application Development**

The key driving factors to any particular beddown scenario are the number and type of aircraft involved, the proposed beddown location, and the time frame for the beddown (Salmond, 2005). Cost estimates are derived from the calculated facility requirements based on the specific aircraft, location characteristics and the additional inflation indices from the proposed timeline. The references for the calculation are the AFH 32-1084 and the Unified Facilities Criteria.

**Gathering External Data**

It is not the intent to turn this database into some great repository of information. Whenever possible, data will be pulled from outside sources with the responsibility to maintain that data. By doing this we can avoid our data becoming ‘stale’. We have already researched and identified potential data sources and will be working to incorporate interfaces to those sources as the application is developed. Since the specific information for a particular beddown must exist locally, the application will, when necessary, prompt the user to import current data or conduct a requery in order to validate existing data.
Initial Application Development

The initial application development consisted of organizing the quantitative data that would be used for calculations into tables that lend themselves to query and SQL referencing. Attempts were made where possible to align data structures with possible external sources to minimize import errors and unnecessary data transformations.

Figure 7 displays the layout of the aircraft characteristics data table developed for the application. This data table (tblACChar) contains essential information about particular aircraft necessary to calculate facility requirements. This table is used to calculate runway, hangar, and parking requirements as well as to various maintenance and munitions facility requirements. This is an active table that pulls data from the Pavement-Transportation Computer Assisted Structural Engineering (PCASE) database (Walker and Adolf, 2005).

![Figure 7 Aircraft Characteristic Data](image)

The aircraft classification number (ACN) table (tblACNs), shown in Figure 8, is also an active table that contains data pulled from PACES. This data contains values used to calculate aircraft ACN values for the four different categories if rigid and flexible pavement sub grades. Relationships are in the linear form $\text{ACN} = (\text{slope}) \times \text{WT} + (\text{intercept})$. 

![Figure 8 Aircraft Classification Number Data](image)
Several data tables are needed to store various facilities requirements factor data from the *Facility Requirements* handbook (AFH 32-1084). These are tables where the underlying logic was not explained and therefore could not be calculated based solely on the aircraft data. An example of this type of table is the covered aircraft maintenance space requirements. Figure 9 shows how the factors to calculate the required amount of covered aircraft maintenance space are contained in the application database. These factors are taken from Table 7.1 of the *Facility Requirements* handbook. Using these factors we can determine that, on average, 10 B-1 bombers would require three covered maintenance spaces (PAAxFactor = 10x0.3 = 3).
Each beddown analysis in the application will assign a distinct scenario identifier. Under this scenario ID the user will provide the information pertaining to the scenario. The first data needed is the type and number of aircraft that are being considered in the scenario. Figure 10 displays the new mission data table (tblNMdata). This table is a user table that holds the specific aircraft details as well as interim data holders for calculations. These calculations were included to maintain consistency with the AMC beddown flowcharts. These interim fields are not visible to the user and are modified only through the Visual Basic code of the respective input form.

![Figure 10 New Mission Data](image)

The next group of tables relate to details regarding the chosen beddown location. Figure 11 shows the facility category code data. This is a list of available category codes for facility usage identifying each by name and designating the measurement units. A selection box is included for the user to select if the particular category code will be used in the beddown analysis. Category codes not selected will be ignored and not included in the cost summary.
The Airfield suitability header data table (GDSS table), shown in Figure 12, is an active table that pulls data from the on-line Airfield Suitability and Restrictions Report (ASRR). The header table contains the restrictions information as well as latitude-longitude position data for imagery data selection.

Figure 12 Airfield Suitability Header Data

Figure 13 displays the airfield suitability runway data (Runways table). This table contains detailed length, width and rating information for all runways at a particular location. This is another active table that imports data from the online ASRR. This table and the airfield suitability header table are linked by the ICAO fields.
The airfield suitability taxiway data table (Taxiways table), shown in Figure 14, is the second sub-table linked to the airfield suitability header table. As with the runway data table, this table contains dimension and specific classification information on each taxiway at the location.

Figure 14 Airfield Suitability Taxiway Data

Figure 15 shows the final table linked to the airfield suitability header table is the airfield suitability apron data table. Again, like the runway and taxiway tables, it contains information regarding the dimensions and ratings of all apron pavements at the location.
The last table that focuses on location specific information is the Base Detail table shown in Figure 16. This is an active table that imports data from files generated by the Automated Civil Engineer System-Real Property (ACES-RP) program. This file contains the by-building category code details for all category codes selected for analysis in the beddown scenario. This detail file is used to calculate aggregate rollups by category code for comparison in the beddown process.

The last three data tables relate to the historic and projected cost of construction for the scenario. Each of these tables contains data that is derived from the *Historical Air Force Construction Cost Handbook*. These tables require updating once a year with the...
publication of the latest cost handbook. Though they are currently static tables, it is possible to eventually develop a module to import the data from the latest version of the Parametric Cost Engineering System (PACES) program.

The first of these tables, shown in Figure 17, is the historical cost data table. This table contains the historic cost per unit data for the various category codes.

![Cost Data Table]

**Figure 17  Historical Cost Data by Category Code**

Figure 18 shows the next cost data table which is the locality factor table. This is another static table that holds the state specific location multiplicative modifier. Data from this table is used with the estimated construction cost to approximate the true cost based on the particular state. Thus, a $10,000 construction estimate would result in an approximated cost of $8,300 in Alabama ($10,000 x 0.83). The same construction would cost approximately $12,000 in California ($10,000 x 1.2).
The final cost related table is the economic inflation data table (tblEscalation) shown in Figure 19. This table contains the Engineering News Record Building (ENR) Construction Index (BCI) for months up to the cost handbook publication data and the ENR BCI adjusted by the current Office of Management and Budget escalation indices for dates beyond February 2005.

Data from this table is used to calculate the inflation adjustment indices for proposed construction timelines.
Summary

This chapter discussed the initial development and organization of the Access application. Tables were defined for data required for the beddown analysis and external sources were identified where applicable. Some basic logic regarding the generation of the category code aggregate values were discussed as well as the preferred method of generating cost estimates through these tables. The following chapter will address interface methods and the results and analysis of the final application.
IV. Results and Analysis

Chapter Overview

This chapter details the research findings revealed through the development of the AMC/A75R beddown analysis application. These findings will be examined through discussion of the final application development, construction and flow. Afterwards we will discuss the significant findings based on the research objectives detailed in Chapter I and the research design outlined in Chapter III.

Final Application Development

Figure 20 displays the graphical relationship between the external sources, interaction forms, data table types, and the user. The application is controlled by the minimum number of user forms as possible to maintain simplicity and still retain capability. Starting on the left, the user will initiate a scenario, define the beddown mission load, gather the relevant data regarding the location of the beddown, and finally examine the calculated costs and generate outputs.

This is a very simplified explanation of what is going on inside of the application. In fact, to accomplish these tasks, the application currently uses 57 Access tables, 52 Access forms and sub forms, 21 Access queries, and 3438 lines of Visual Basic code. In the following sections we will go through the application in more detail and discuss some of the interactions and underlying data.
Figure 20  Application Relationships to External Sources and User
After the initial splash screen, the user is directed to the welcome screen shown in
Figure 21. This form simply explains some initial information regarding the type of data
need from the user before continuing with the application.

![Initial Screen](image)

**Figure 21 Initial Screen**

Figure 22 displays the first input form the user will see is the Scenario Selection
form. As evident by the captions on the command buttons, here the user may start a new
scenario from scratch by entering a new name, select an existing scenario to view, modify
parameters, or view training.

Each scenario generated by the application is identified by an application
generated unique code. It is possible for the user to use the same name as a previously
generated scenario. Users should use a descriptive name in order to distinguish their
scenario from others.
The training module has not been fully developed yet and is currently inactive. By request of the AMC/A75R personnel, it has been added as a means to orient new personnel to the beddown process. In that module, the user will have references to the application user manual, pre and post beddown checklists, the AMC graphical beddown flowcharts, as well as links to external web-based reference materials.

![Image of Scenario Selection form](image)

**Figure 22 Scenario Selection**

The most important action available through the *Scenario Selection* form is parameter maintenance which is accessed by selecting the “Modify Parameters” command button. Figure 23 displays the form opened by this command button. This form allows access to all the ‘static’ data tables in the database that do not have any means to be updated electronically.

These tables consist primarily of the tables derived from the *Facility Requirements* handbook and the *Airfield and Heliport Planning and Design* manual.
Also included in this category are the cost data tables derived from the DoD *Facilities Pricing Guide* and the *Historical Air Force Construction Cost Handbook*.

The data contained in these cost tables can also be obtained electronically through interface with the PACES software data tables. However, since the PACES software is proprietary, we did not develop the interface during this research.

![Figure 23 Static Table Edit Screen](image)

After selecting or entering a scenario name, the user will be directed to the New Mission Data form shown in Figure 24. This form emulates the logic on flow chart 1 of the AMC beddown logic flowcharts and hence references that source in its name. At this point, the user will enter the particular information regarding the beddown he/she is working on. As with the AMC flowcharts, data entered in this form generate interim calculation that are used to calculate various facility requirements. In this application, those interim requirements are done via Visual Basic and are not visible to the user.

The key driving factors to many of the facility requirements are the specific aircraft characteristics such as length, width, and tail height. The user can only select
aircraft from the dropdown menu that have already been input into the database and consequently have the required information.

The aircraft information is managed in the scenario by type of aircraft and consequently, an aircraft that has been already selected will not be available for additional selections. The application maintains the data for each of the aircraft types in the scenario as well as an aggregate rollup for the combined scenario. The aggregate data is what will be compared to existing facility later. The application determines how aircraft data will be combined in the aggregate table. For example, the determining factors for runways are the length and width. When information from more than one aircraft is added into the aggregate record, we are only interested in the greatest requirement. On the other hand, apron area must be considered for all aircraft and the total sum of requirements will be entered into the aggregate record.

If a required aircraft is not available from the drop down list or the user simply wishes to modify an existing aircraft they will select the Edit/Import Aircraft Data command button. This opens the Edit/Import Module we will discuss next.

Another key consideration for the cost estimate in the beddown process is the location of the specific beddown. This determines what existing facilities are present and the adjusted construction costs based on the geographic region. Since we are using this application primarily for CONUS base planning, and are generally looking at locations with pre-existing airfields, we will use the ASRR database to select locations. As with the aircraft information, if the particular location is not available from the drop down list then a command button can be used to manually create or look for the location. Since the
on-line ASRR database is continually maintained the possibility exists that locations may be added or, on rare occasions, removed.

Figure 24  New Mission Data Collection Form

The Edit/Import Module for aircraft provides the user with the ability to import aircraft data from the PACES program and manipulate aircraft already loaded in the database. Figure 25 displays this module. Initiating an import action generates dynamic requeries for the underlying data in both this form and the New Mission Data form. These dynamic requery actions permit the user to immediately access the information imported without having to close and reload the forms. This also avoids database errors by preventing users from importing aircraft that have already been entered into the system before they have been cleared. The underlying query essentially filters already selected aircraft from the list of possible aircraft from PACES.
Choosing to view or edit the aircraft data opens the Aircraft Characteristic Data form. This form, shown in Figure 26, is designed to roughly emulate enclosure 1 to ETL 1110-3-394, *Engineering and Design Characteristics for Airfield-Heliport Design and Evaluation*. This manual, produced by the Army Corps of Engineers, is the most comprehensive book regarding aircraft characteristics for all the services.

In this form, copying and editing data are very similar actions. Since the PCASE data is from ‘published’ sources we do not want to lose that information until the source makes the changes needed. Consequently, choosing to edit a PCASE data aircraft creates a copy of the aircraft with a designation (u) as a user modified aircraft. Choosing to copy the record performs a similar action.
Once the user has completed entering the aircraft for the scenario the “Continue” command button initiates the visual basic code that validates the data and performs the aggregate analysis. The module called receives the aircraft data as an editable ‘recordset’ from the form and processes it record by record. Using the recordset data object allows for easy manipulation of varying numbers of aircraft.

During the analysis, if the user has entered something wrong (selecting and alert mission without designating the number of aircraft) he will be prompted to resolve them before being allowed to continue. Once any errors have been eliminated, the user is directed to the Existing Facility Data form as displayed in Figure 27.

This form allows access to the location specific information regarding existing pavements data, building and other structure data, and already based aircraft information.
These three categories naturally present themselves in the beddown analysis process and they were one of the initial considerations when designing the organization of the data tables. Consequently, each category has its own tab that is linked to the underlying tables to present the information in an organized manner for user access. The ‘AIRCRAFT’ tab allows the user to generate a query to the G081 database and retrieve the aggregate count of aircraft based at the location by type. With this information, the application can conduct the same calculations as on the new mission form to generate the facility requirements for the aircraft already based at the location.

The ‘PAVEMENTS’ tab provides the user with an abbreviated rollup of the existing pavements data based on the ASRR Giant Report format. This report is the same web-based report that the application accesses to gather this data when the user selects the ‘Import’ command button.

Also available from this form are the web links to the ‘Giant Report’ and Google satellite map based on the longitude/latitude information from the ASRR data. If the user has installed the GoogleEarth application, the Google Earth command button will create a Google Earth reference file based on the ASRR data and start the Google Earth application zooming in to the satellite view of the designated location.
In some cases, as in our example, the user may need to edit the information loaded from the ASRR. In this case, notice that the last entry under Taxiways refers to four separate taxiways in one. The application needs each taxiway to be entered in a separate record in order to recognize them all. Selecting the ‘Edit’ command pulls up the application’s “MiniGiant” form to edit the information loaded from the ASRR. Figure 28 displays the pavements data as seen in the edit mode.
Figure 28  Pavements “MiniGiant” Edit Form
If the specific location has never been loaded into the database before, the user selects the ‘Import’ command to open ASSR Import form shown in Figure 29. This form uses the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) reference number from the abbreviated list referenced in the Scenario form to reference the full ASRR for the location. Locations the user has input manually will not have an ICAO and would not be on the ASRR database. If a user attempts to import data from one of these types of locations he will be advised through a pop-up message and the ASRR import form will not open.

![ASRR Import Form]

**Figure 29 ASRR Import Form**

The last tab we will discuss on this form is the ‘STRUCTURES’ tab as seen in Figure 30. This tab displays the aggregate rollup of existing facilities at the location as imported from ACES-RP. This data is obtained from an ACES-RP export disk containing the facility category code rollup by individual facility on the installation.
Selecting ‘Import’ opens a Windows file open dialog box that the user uses to select the file on his computer or via LAN. The ‘Edit’ command button opens up the detailed facility information where the user can modify the individual records as necessary. If needed, the user may modify the aggregate numbers later on the calculated rollups form. These data records, however, will not be changed.

After all importing and editing has been accomplished, the user selects the ‘Continue >>’ button. This initiates the Visual Basic routine that performs the final calculations to generate and combine all the aggregate requirements by facility category code and directs user to the ‘Calculated Rollup’ form.

Figure 30 Existing Facility - Structures

Figure 31 shows the ‘Calculated Rollup’ form which displays the availability and requirements of each facility category code and the shortage or excess generated using the equation:

$$\text{Needed} - (\text{Available} - \text{Used}) = \text{Short}$$

In this equation, ‘Needed’ is the total needed to support the beddown package, ‘Available’ is the total quantity of that particular category, and ‘Used’ is the requirements from existing aircraft already based at the location. Since we are looking at shortages, a negative number means there is an excess at the location and a positive number indicates a true capacity shortfall.
The second window shows the subtotal construction cost for each shortfall identified. This data is summed to produce the “Grand Total” estimate at the top of the form. Both of the tables in the form are dynamic and, like a spreadsheet, all calculations are automatically updated when changes are made. Changes made to the values in this section do not affect the calculated values from earlier sections. If the user needs to get the original values back, clicking the ‘ReCalc’ button over the respective column will load the calculated values back into the form.

Figure 31  Calculated Rollup Form

Also referenced in this form are the location specific economic multipliers. By clicking the ‘Locality Index’ toggle button, the adjusted facility construction estimate based on the beddown location is displayed in place of the generic estimate. Figure 32 shows the Calculated Rollup form with the Locality Index activated. These estimates can be compared directly in the Inflation Effects Analyzer.
Selecting ‘Inflation Analyzer’ from the Calculated Rollup form opens the Inflation Effects Analyzer shown in Figure 33. This form allows the user to take into account the local adjusted economic factor as well as the projected effects of inflation. As per the Air Force Construction guide, cost estimates taking into effect inflation are based on the inflation index from the mid point of construction. The user is prompted to input the projected start and completion date for the construction to calculate the effects of inflation. This form is specifically designed to deactivate the ‘Calculate’ button until the dates have been entered.
Once the start and end construction dates are entered the application retrieves the applicable projected inflation multiplier and generates a cost comparison summary. Figure 34 shows a completed Inflation Effects form.

![Figure 34 Inflation Effects Calculated](image)

At this point, the basic beddown analysis is essentially complete. The analyst may now examine alternate variations of the scenario in order to see the effects. Moving on to the reports screen, the user may then generate preexisting or custom reports that may be used in the beddown scenario report.

Research Findings

*Objective 1 – Understand the complete process that AMC/A75R uses to conduct infrastructure analysis*

Previous research (Salmond, 2005) examined the beddown process in order to isolate the primary cost driving factors. This initial study was verified again during this research through discussions with AMC/A75R personnel and analysis of the applicable facility guidelines. Where locality and projected timeframe of the beddown affect the beddown cost by a multiplicative factor, this factor generally does not contribute more than a small
percent in the cost (only five states have average factors in excess of 1.15). In roughly half of the continental United States (24 states), the locality multiplier results in a decrease in the projected cost from the national average. Similarly, the projected increase due to interest is generally less than five percent. Understanding this, it is apparent that the primary cost drivers are number and type of aircraft in the beddown scenario.

Gathering the individual aircraft data, the beddown analyst references the applicable facility requirements from AFH 32-1084 to generate the rough by-aircraft infrastructure requirements to support the specific airframe.

Once the demand for the beddown is understood, an existing facility study is completed that identifies the amount of space by facility category code that is available at the location. Particular attention must be given to the use of facilities by tenant units. Units already on the ground may use larger areas of certain facilities simply because they are currently underutilized. Additionally, aggregate rollups do not necessarily tell of an area is adequate for a new mission. An aggregate rollup that reveals 250 square feet of available space may consist of five separate locations. Consequently, the analyst must delve into the by-building-number details of the real property records.

With the demand and free space calculations, a basic cost estimate can then be completed based on historic cost factors, published facility-type costs, area cost factors, and future cost factors. The application accomplishes this using the most common formats used by the AMC/A75R team. Once calculations are complete for the scenario, preexisting or custom reports can be used as feeder documents for the beddown planning documents.
**Objective 2 – Investigate available on-line sources of data and other existing databases**

Digital databases are the preferred sources for data collection for the application. This enables the analyst to focus on the scenario instead of having to continually verify information currency. Additionally, using the digital means of data transfer limits the opportunity for human error when entering information and allows the data to be managed and updated by the proponent of that data.

Open source data is limited to the open source mapping tools such as Google Local, Google Earth and Yahoo Maps. Though the data from these sources are not used directly in calculating cost, they are useful for the analyst attempting to visualize the facilities in question. The Google Earth application additionally supports rudimentary measurement functions that are useful to validate information from the real property database.

Stand alone software sources include the PACES and PCASE software. Both of these applications use an access style database that is directly compatible with the application we have built. Both are produced by data proponents and are periodically updated. Both are available free of charge to military units. The PACES software, however, has some very basic protection intended to prevent unwanted access to the raw data files. Access to this data is delayed until official approval can be obtained.

On-line secure sources include the ACES-RP, G081, ASRR, and GeoBase applications. Currently, all but the ACES-RP programs are accessible with an Air Force Portal login password. The ACES-RP program would still require an application specific password for each user. Consequently, access to the ACES-RP data will be conducted
through file transfer. The other programs have web based access that can provide the needed information for pavements, existing units, and visualization of the installation.

To minimize the number of accounts and passwords an analyst would have to juggle, the beddown application makes use of Visual Basic routines that make web browser calls to the relevant web-based application and then imports that data into the application database. By doing this we do not increase the sensitivity of the application beyond that of any individual application. This technique is a take-off of methods used in the GeoBase applications.

**Objective 3 – Develop a Microsoft Access database that conducts the necessary beddown calculations**

Though the application database can now be used as a dynamically-updatable reference for beddown analysis, the goal for this research is to complete an application that can actually complete the calculations. Earlier models have made use of the spreadsheet format due to the ability to perform multiple simultaneous calculations and cascade changes throughout the spreadsheet.

Examining options for calculating the demands, facilities, and cost totals in the application included the use of an embedded spreadsheet and the use of Visual Basic. Ultimately we settled on a form format that summarized the relevant data in a spreadsheet-like format and employed visual basic and dynamic-queries to perform the calculations.

**Objective 4 – Verify and Validate the Application**

Verification is the task of ensuring that the model behaves as you intended (Kelton et. al., 2004:540). This is essentially debugging the program. Verification was
completed as the application was built by using historic beddown scenarios and conducting manual calculations. Several procedural problems were identified in the historic methods during this verification process. Several times, incorrect lengths were used (human error) and in one case, an incorrect formula was being used. These discrepancies were researched with the appropriate references and the application was observed to generate the correct results.

Validation is the task of ensuring that the model behaves the same as the real system (Kelton et. al., 2004:540). This is a more complicated process in the context of this application. The first issue in question is what is the real system that we are dealing with? Is this referring to the cost estimation process itself or to what the process should be?

If we are referring to the estimation process itself then we cannot effectively validate the application with the historic cost estimates. The application conducts the estimates consistently each time based on detailed facility requirement calculations. Most of the historic cost estimates either have errors as discussed in the previous section or are of such broad (lower) detail that they cannot be accurately compared to the application analysis. In this case, the application cannot be validated against the historic data as it does not reproduce these errors.

However, if we are referring to what the cost estimation process *should be* then we can deduce through manual calculation that the application does indeed generate the estimates the historical estimates should have.
Summary

This chapter details the research findings revealed through the development of the AMC/A75R beddown analysis application. Research finding were examined through discussion of the final application development, construction and flow and the previously stated research questions were addressed in the context of the application construction. The following chapter will present conclusions based on the application research and recommendations for future research.
V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Recommendation

We recommend that the AMC/A75R adopt the beddown analysis application developed during this research for use in their beddown cost infrastructure analysis. Currently, the application can perform initial facility requirements calculations with minimal user input thereby greatly reducing the chance of human error.

These calculations are performed consistently across multiple scenarios and thus establish an excellent baseline for the detailed analysis. The ability to access external data sources directly further reduces the opportunity to introduce user error and increases the fidelity of the application.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the application's contributions and shortfalls as well as propose directions for future research. The chapter concludes with a summary of the research.

Conclusion

Contribution

Previous research had made considerable progress in gathering the AMC/A75R “corporate knowledge” on beddown estimates, reducing analysis time, ensuring consistency in the analysis (Salmond, 2005), and investigating initial portability into an Access database (Kitchens, 2005). Continuing this research line, the application developed during this most current research incorporates on-line data sources wherever possible, establishes connectivity to cost and existing infrastructure data, includes
construction time inflation factors, and allows for multiple aircraft analysis. The next few paragraphs will go into more detail on each positive impact that has developed.

One of the goals when initiating this research was to free the beddown analyst from the burden of continually researching and verifying baseline data for the estimates. Although AMC/A75R had compiled useful manual references for estimates, these were poorly documented and had to be checked regularly to insure that they were actually up to date. Examining possible sources of data revealed that the aircraft characteristics, location-specific pavements, infrastructure, and mission data, as well as historic cost data were all available through either preexisting stand-alone software or through on-line web based queries. Interfaces to these sources were coded into the application using Visual Basic allowing transparent access to the respective sources. This implementation gives the analyst access to the most current data and facilitates import directly into the application without the advent of human error and reduces input time from hours to minutes.

In the beddown process, cost factors are derived from the *Historical Air Force Construction Cost Handbook* and the *DoD Facilities Pricing Guide*. These two books provide the data necessary to determine realistic cost estimates based on actual construction costs and summary rollups by facility category code. Though the manuals are effective, the technique is cumbersome when having to consider the implications of multiple category codes. Consequently, under normal practices, the beddown analyst would endure additional hours of referencing and cross-referencing with calculator in hand in order to develop the estimate.
During source research, we found that the sources mentioned are also the base sources for the PACES software. Examining the PACES data structure revealed that it could be used as another source for input directly into our application. Because of the proprietary nature of the PACES software and the fact that the databases are password protected we only went so far as to mimic the table format in our own database and input the initial data manually. Maintaining the data within the application allows the use of Visual Basic again to play the part of the calculator for the analyst and conduct the same calculations seamlessly within the computer without tying up the analyst. The data within the application is current based on the 2005 cost handbook and will remain current through the year. If approval is obtained for the PACES data access then the updates for these tables will be automated as we have already done for the PCASE software.

Included within the PACES software are the raw Engineering News Record (ENR) Building Construction Indices (BCI) and inflation multipliers based upon Project Budget Document (PBD) 604 published by the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). These indices allow the analyst to investigate the inflation effects over various construction time periods.

A significant improvement over earlier models is the ability to examine multiple aircraft scenarios and the increase in types of aircraft available for analysis. Under earlier tools, the analyst was limited to generating the bare base requirements for only six models of aircraft, one at a time. With the enhanced data sources, the current application already contains 119 various military and civilian aircraft that the user has the ability to use or modify as necessary. With the use of Visual Basic, facility category codes can be
calculated for multiple aircraft and aggregate requirements are rolled up for each scenario.

**Limitations**

The following paragraphs discuss the current limitations and areas for improvement to the developed application.

Every attempt was made to incorporate current on-line data sources where possible. However, there are still many areas in the application were user input is required. Additionally, during this research we fond that we still had to verify the aircraft data imported from PACES. The data imported was correct but we observed that in some cases, there was simply no detail data. In these cases we referred back to the *Engineering and Design Characteristics for Airfield-Heliport Design and Evaluation* manual to fill in the blanks.

The Visual Basic routines used to access data from browser based queries were designed to import data from those web pages exactly as the data is currently formatted. Thus the routines are not very robust. Major changes in the source web design would render the import utilities incompatible and they would have to be rewritten. Additionally, moving the links to other servers would create similar, though easier to fix, problems.

These import problems could be overcome by gaining direct account access to the respective databases. That course of action was considered initially during development but was discardeer because of the additional security requirements. This would also limit the number of users for the application since multiple users could not share account access to the external databases.
An additional concern is the possibility of outside sources gathering information on DoD plans by analysis of commercial web-site accesses from the military domains. The use of the Google Local web sites generates site queries based on specific latitude-longitude coordinates. With the current political and community social strains associated with BRAC or other unit alignments there could be negative repercussions from having the targeted areas of consideration revealed in an untimely manner. However, there currently exist means to defeat intelligence gathering efforts of this nature such as IP-spoofing and the generation of false queries to mask the relevant information.

**Future Research**

There are abundant areas for future research that may expand upon the existing application structure or by additional interfaces with external applications. Among these possible areas of enhancement is the inclusion of a multiple location analysis heuristic, the addition of indirect support facilities into the infrastructure analyzed, and an export utility to take advantage of the capabilities of PACES.

With the beddown details loaded into the application it should be possible to construct a Visual Basic subroutine to compare the aggregate demands to the existing infrastructure of several locations at once. Users could categorize beddown scenarios as most favorable to least favorable based on the projected comparison of construction costs generated. Further investigation into this course of action should lead to an optimization routine where proposed aircraft force packages could be distributed (or realigned) over geographic locations in order to minimize cost.

The addition of secondary support facilities analysis may prove valuable insight as to the long term cost impact of these beddown actions. Whereas the facilities
examined in this research apply directly to the performance of the unit missions, there are other facilities that will naturally warrant construction as a natural expansion of the beddown. Such things as gyms, elementary schools, chapels, and theaters do not immediately impact whether a beddown is feasible but long term additions of personnel and families will naturally warrant these types of construction and/or improvements. According to the Congressional Budget Office analysis of long-term implications of defense plans from January 2003, “up-front funding for the fifth BRAC round would increase DoD's military construction costs by a total of $8 billion between 2006 and 2008.” Projected future savings from these realignments could be considerably impacted by numerous secondary supporting facility costs.

A third area for improvement would be the final development of an interface with PACES that allows the user to pull necessary cost and inflation data from the application. In a similar manner, examining the PACES file structure may make it possible to develop an export utility to send beddown construction data directly to PACES. This way, analysts could take advantage of PACES full capabilities for project management to develop an even more detailed analysis.

Summary

This chapter discussed the contributions and limitations of the developed application to AMC/A75R. Recommendations for future research were discussed and explained in brief. The purpose of this research is to develop an automated web-enabled beddown estimation application for Air Mobility Command in order to increase the effectiveness and enhance the robustness of beddown estimates. This was accomplished by determining the key cost driving factors to facility beddown analysis, identifying
existing databases for data collection, linking these sources together in an Access
database application and examining how potential obstacles could be overcome.

This research was sponsored by AMC/A75R to further the understanding
of the decision analysis process that occurs during beddown planning scenarios and to
identify means to reduce the beddown planning timeframe.
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